Solar bag

Specifications
Hot Blackberry Solar Charger Case
1.6V, 9V, 12V, 18V Output Optional
2. High Efficiency Solar Panel
3. Convenience to Take on Side

2012 Hot Popular Blackberry Solar Charger Case for Mobile Phone Smartphone iPhone and Laptop Camping

Blackberry Solar Charger Case Features:
1. Solar panel Type is mono-crystalline silicon, the most efficient solar panel on the market.
2. Small and Compact; folded up it is about the size of a bag. It can open up and charge from your dashboard or backpack. Really just throw it out wherever you may be.
3. Convenient Pocket, Convenient pouch pocket on the back of the panel to store accessories.

Blackberry Solar Charger Case Specification:
Product Name: Blackberry Solar Charger Case
Solar Panel Rated Wattage: 30W
Operating Voltage (Vmp): 18v
Operating Current (Imp): 1650mA
Material: Waterproof Nylon 600D
Opened Size: 73X58X0.5cm
Closed Size: 29X22.5X4cm
Solar Panel Size: 24.3*18.7cm
Available Solar Panel Size: As client's request
Converting Efficiency: 17-18%

Applicable products:
A. Dell, Lenovo, HP
B. Sony, Lenovo
C. Dell, Lenovo, Acer, Shenzhou
D. Asus, Toshiba
E. Dell, Asus
F. HP, Fujitsu, Samsung
E. Dell, Lenovo, Acer
H. Asus, Toshiba, Acer
G. Asus, Lenovo, Acer
J. Dell, Lenovo, Acer, Shenzhou

N.W.: 1.71kg/pcs

About OEM&ODM Can be Customized Material, Logo, Design, Color

Relationships between solar panel and Batteries:
Configuration Relationships between solar panel and Batteries

Blackberry Solar Charger Case Notice:
1. Please do not scrape the surface.
2. Please keep the solar panels facing the sunshine.
3. Please keep this product dry.